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Editorial | Welcome
Dear Friends,
Welcome to the fourth issue of NPR.
The sun is creeping out from behind
the pale spring clouds and the fervour
of another summer is around the
corner.
Before we put our lights clothes on
and pack ours cares away there is
work to be done.
This issue we’re putting our shoulder
John Clare, patron saint of the NPR
to the wheel, discussing the operosity
of work; factotum, the daily grind, donkey work and the day to day
drudgery of employment. From nine to five to the graveyard shift, from
Blue Monday till the Eagle Flies on Friday...
If you’ve spent any serious time writing poetry then it’s unlikely you’ve
done so in the hope of remuneration or reward. While a rare few make
poetry their sole profession, even the most notable typically do so with
the ballast of a second easily equatable profession in education or the arts.
The rest of us must make ends meet any way we can leaving poetry to
exist as a by-product of the daily routine.
It’s encouraging then to know some of the most successful poets of our
time kept at it with the support of a wide range of professions: William
Carlos Williams was a doctor who jotted lines of poetry on the back of
prescription slips; Charles Bukowski worked in US Post Office until the
age of 50; T.S. Elliot worked for a Lloyds bank; former US Poet Laureate
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Ted Kooser worked in insurance; and lest we forget our man John Clare
whose early years were kept afloat by odd jobs including pot washer, farm
labourer and militiaman.
This issue we welcome another talented selection of poets from near and
far to help cast a broad eye over the toils, tribulations and occasional brief
pleasures of the working life.

I needn't explain further... as Philip Levine put it, “You know what work
is—if you’re old enough to read this you know what work is”.

Tom Harding
Editor, Northampton Poetry Review
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“Thus Sunday’s leisure passes swiftly by
In rest, soft peace, and home-tranquility,
Till Monday morning doth its cares pursue,
Rousing the harvest’s busy toils anew."
- John Clare
The Shepherd's Calendar
1826

ISSUE 4: WORK

Brian Giggins
WAKERLEY EXCAVATIONS
During the 1970’s I helped a professional archaeologist for a couple days excavating at
an iron-ore quarry prior to the ore being quarried for the furnaces at Corby. It was to
be another 30 years before I too followed in that profession.

The chilled wind hard chased the skylark,
beyond the modern to a primeval landscape
forged out of the living rock, now basked in sun.
Its obsessed creator, the drag-line, stood sentinel,
with gaping jaws and teeth in solid silhouette
ready to awake and move the landscape on.
Eager winds threw his tangle hair,
flayed bronzed skin and deadened ears,
whilst he, shadowed by the sentinel,
reached back in time with trowel and brush.
Archaeological patience rewarded, there they lay;
as they were laid a dozen centuries past,
affectionately clutching each other in death.
Two skeletons, gazing beyond the skylark praising life.
Before the drag-line would rape the virgin rock
And smash the grave into the void of blasted ore;
drawings and photographs record what they were,
and had been at death. Mute evidence of their times,
revealed but unwanted, bones in disarray,
they are re-interred without grace;
soon to be scoured into the drag-line's eager bucket
and lost forever to time.
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Tim Youngs
MECHANIC
The body repairer writes out my bill
and asks, “What are you a doctor of, Sir?”
“Oh ... well, only of English Literature;
I'm not a real one. I doubt that I will
be saving any lives. Don't come to me
when you hurt yourself at work or fall ill!”
“Why the modesty, Sir? Chap up the hill,
He’s a doctor, too: your sort, PhD,
isn’t it? Sign alongside that cross, please.”
He talks me up again: “It’s you I’ll look
for when I want to know about a book.
Your motor’s out the back. Here, take the keys.”
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Joe Cottonwood
ARE YOU THE ONE?
Are you the one
at last to discover
I don’t know diddly?
Yes ma’am I can fix that toilet
patch that roof
replace that gutter
Secretly
in the cab of my pickup
I refer to clandestine books
All smiles
at the lumberyard at the electric store
I chat up advice
My screw-ups, an education
my scars, an encyclopedia
happy houses, my resume
Are you the one
at last to comprehend
what a fraud I am?
Working scared
is the best way
to do an honest job
Please don’t tell
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HELPING KEN
“Hey Ken, need a hand?"
Nope.
"Can I help anyway?"
Doubt it.
Old Ken couldn't lift this dock alone,
but he’d manage
with the wile of eighty-odd years
to winch, drag, set it in place.
His movements, stiff.
His knees, weathered.
His grip, when we shake hands,
like the clamp of death.
Job done,
he climbs aboard his
skeletal tractor,
a relic, 'Fifty-One Ford,
for the uphill journey home.
Maintained where it counts,
the naked motor
purrs.
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James Croal Jackson
PANERA DRESS CODE
a polo
means
sacrifice
so I shave
my patch
of beard
small hairs over
splotchy white
sink
every day the
eggstained
jeans
I will take
this meager
pay
to bring
garbage
to a dumpster
and wash
a stranger’s
dish
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in a brown
apron
that is far
enough
outside
of me
to make me
believe
this is not

me
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GOODBYE TO WORKING AT PANERA
When I leave, the heart will still
be the heart: the sandwichslapping, table-wiping, cashtransacting, underpaid workers.
We all try to do the best
we can with what we have.
Broccoli cheddar soup is out
for the night– who am I
kidding? This was how to sell
myself for the smallest
amount
possible: part-time work,
no benefits except
the benefit of not being
there more of the time
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Paul Stephenson
PAPER ROUND
Hyde-Smith. A motorway pile-up folded for you
from that gap-toothed kid in the red cagoule.
Rodbard. A massive landslide rolled tight for you
from that cagey young guy in the red cagoule.
Potter. The scattered fallout kept flat for you
from that ghoulish lad in the red cagoule.
Prigmore. Knife wounds pushed well through for you
from that rubbish goalie in the red cagoule.
Cartwright. A life sentence bright and early for you
from that logoed rogue in the red cagoule.
Plumb. A rollover jackpot, and all of it for you,
from him you kicked in the goolies in the red cagoule.
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Zoe Brooks
THE ROOFER
He rides the roof sidesaddle,
one leg hoist beneath him,
the other outstretched
tiptoeing the thin laths.
Above him the clouds buck
and gallop.
The wind careening the trees.
He is nonchalence and ease.
He could swing his leg over the ridge
and grasping the pommel
reach up to wipe the clouds
(they are fleeing already)
from the sun's face
and pocket it.
But he is a man not of light but stone,
prising off the tiles
with rook-beak hammer.
He weighs them in his hand
discarding the bad
keeping the good.
"These," he says to his mate,
"Will last another hundred years."
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Stephanie Percival
I THREAD THE NEEDLE
I thread the needle; pierce the canvas,
In and out the silk thread flows; weaving time, working space.
Cross-stitched skies; scalloped clouds above,
Mossed green for lawns below.
My sweeping blade makes rhythmic waves; hush and hum, hum and
hush,
The needle glides, creates a breeze, turning leaves and bending stems,
wind through foliage.
I link and chain a sway of distant poplars,
Feather fir trees, fill and form,
Seed stripes for drifts of grass and grain,
The fabric sighs.
French knots dot a thousand flowers in beds,
Pimples of pollen, prick and pull, pull and pick.
I fan flowers in bells and trumpets, chequer butterflies,
Playing games with shape and shadow.
Thick ribbon threads, oranges and glossy reds, flame the firework of
chrysanthemums,
Yellows bright, and burnished stars, for sun kissed petals;
Hear the buzz of bees, vibrating stamens, the fizz of yarn.
Imagine odour laden air, couch golden cord, the colour of honey, let it
ooze across canvas,
Dashes of black and swallows dip and dive through scented air;
A slip stitch of white and a distant seagull calls.
*
Now my work is done. Tied off.
I relax, the garden spread before me.
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Byron Benyon
MY MOTHER IRONING
My mother would navigate
her way through shirts,
bedding and towels,
the hot metal like a miniature
liner handled with aplomb.
Her working voice
would occasionally
softly hum
a current tune,
as I breathed the iron's heat,
filled hangers for her
with fresh shoulders,
a lifetime of worn and used
memories disturbing
the light of years.
A love for the revitalised
aroma of sheets
recalled anew,
a residing energy of change
between then and now.
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Madelaine Smith
THE BRICKMAKER'S WIFE
Your side of our bed holds your image
in an orange brown shadow. I’ve scrubbed
and pounded, hauled wet sheets from washtub
to mangle, from mangle to line. I cannot wash it away.
No dainty linens for the brickmaker’s wife,
no line of pure white to take pride in.
Your neck held by a collar ringed round
with the colour of bricks; your stain, my shame.
Living and labouring in the shadow
of kilns and chimneys, all day as you cleave
and lug clay, I heave and tug sheets. Your hands
tainted with earth, mine are red knuckled raw.
For forty years brick dust has filled our lives;
there is a brick dust silhouette of you on my heart.
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William Wilson
CLARITY
There will be moments of clarity,
where the comedy of the trap
appears more acute than normal.
You might be sat at a desk
or in a meeting room
surrounded by men
with seriousness so neatly
pinned to their faces
that their every movement seems absurd.
In such circumstances
you might feel compelled
to ask the nearest
‘Do you like jazz?’
or ‘how do you know
if you’ve ever truly been in love?’
Such questions
should be resisted at all times,
there remain arenas
where the smallest act of humanity
is seen as treason.
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OFFICE
It is almost noon
and I have done nothing
but sit at this desk
and drink coffee all morning
wondering where the girl is
who sits behind me
thinking perhaps she is sick
or more likely all the beautiful people
are elsewhere on a day like this.
Outside the sun is high
and pushing shadows from
the white trees and pillars
where a few solitary souls sit on benches
eating sandwiches.
I walk the building,
crossing the gantries and long rooms
where men and women
sit in silence staring at computer screens
and I begin to imagine
we’re aboard a ship,
a large vessel far at sea,
and instead of emails
and quarterly financial assessments
they’re studying maps and charts,
lent over ancient manuscripts
and decoding hieroglyphs
each person employed in their role
of this collective voyage
that’s breaking ground
at the dawn of a heroic new age.
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Neil Elder
PRETENDING
I am pretending to know
what the hell I am saying
as I present to staff
a report on a subject
about which I know nothing.
I hope if I spray them
with jargon and acronyms,
keep my mouth moving,
dazzle with pie charts
and Venn diagrams,
that no one will know
I really haven’t a clue.
Up my sleeve
are group discussions,
peer reviews and,
when it all goes wrong,
I’ll bring out the role-play
scenarios.
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WRITING
I am writing this letter of resignation,
the one I’ve written every Monday
for the last eighteen months,
to make myself believe
that I might take a risk some time;
just pack the basics and head off
to South America.
I’ll swim Amazonian tributaries
live without wi-fi, marry a Yanomami lady
and paint myself in clay.
Or I might change my name
and slip away, to drive a taxi
on the graveyard shift
in some place where no one lives.
But on my desk stands that picture of my kids,
and there behind them looms the ocean liner
I am chained to – iceberg just out of shot.
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Paul Connolly
NETWORKING
I seep me out in larval ooze and rot
their helpfulness. They smile and nod. I watch as
a maggot dangles from a nose which snots
some more, while eyes weep mealworm, ears spill roaches.
My infestation blossoms in their meats.
Exhaling as another host approaches,
my breath tears off her skin, her hair. I heat
brains up in my stock, cream a bisque their faces
puke back. I flee. But I have mass. My retreat
warps benevolence to my core’s dirt. Grace is
frictionlessly smooth, no weight: that’d foil it,
like Kwai Chang Caine on rice paper, no trace. This
NEC sales event. Don’t move. Don’t spoil it,
just sit still in conflab with your feet. Then what?
Find coffee. Go. And drink it in the toilet.
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Craig Dobson
THE HUNTER-GATHERER ANNOUNCES LOSSES IN THE
HEDGE FUND HE’S BEEN MANAGING
Not like water spilling from my hand,
or meat from a buffalo that a once-in-a-lifetime’s spear throw
brought down, which lies now, rotting in the sun,
a bounty for scavengers and remorse.
Not like my young daughter’s smiles, strung round
memory’s neck, more valuable as they fade
into the hurrying past. Not like my father, whose head
I held as he died, but whose spirit, like the dry season wind,
I could not stop from leaving with his breath.
Not like these, it seems. But gone nonetheless,
your people’s dream, lost in the bloodless, sudden death
of those assets’ restless herds you followed
through the future’s green and beckoning bond
to make your killing.
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R. A. Allen
MAN-HOURS
Let me bask
in the chill florescence
of your assembly lines
your showroom floors
your honeycombed cubicles.
Arches falling
carpals tightening
watching the clock
drool forming
at the corners of my mind,
while I shrink-wrap the
wieners that America loves.
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J. J. Steinfeld
ORGANIZING THE WRITER’S LATEST MORNING
Better a metaphysical funk
or an existential bad humour?
Better an absurd regret
or a philosophical disappointment?
Better a theological questioning
or a mundane reckoning?
Better a visionary fright
or a literal vision?
Better an eternal damnation
or a short-lived euphoria?
Better a planned descent into oblivion
or an accidental fall from grace?
Better a broken blues song well earned
or unbroken screaming off key?
Better a few words from the Divine
or a lengthy treatise from the Infernal?
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Colette Tennant
DEAR PATRON SAINT OF TECHNOLOGY,
ISADORE OF SEVILLE, IS THIS
WHAT YOU INTENDED?
~ for my students
When I entered the room,
your hands were cupped,
so I thought you were praying.
When I entered the room,
your heads were bowed,
so I thought you were praying.
When I entered the room,
your eyes were cast down,
so I thought you were praying.
When I entered the room,
you were all silent,
so I thought you were praying.
I say, all your hands seemed to be
holding silence like a treasured friend,
and your reverential demeanor,
and your eyes cast down, and your whole
body leaned in toward something urgent,
like prayer I thought when I entered the room.
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Gareth Culshaw
WE WAIT FOR THE NEXT COLLEGE YEAR
The garden sheds are locked
tools hang up on hooks
numbered gloves wait for the next
hand of life.
The rabble and clunk of tongues
and boots, the clink of metal, thud
of wooden handles, now muted.
Leaf grabbers sigh against
the panel. They’re back to being
plastic again. A trug sits in
the shade. Its handles rainbow
curved, mull until September comes.
And with it, autumn leaves wait
to fall, and new voices will feed
the branches until they bud.
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Joel Peckham
REDEMPTION CENTER
I remember hunting soda cans along the edges of the strip mall parking
lot, fingers sticky with sugar and oil, turning shades of black and orange
as I tipped hot syrup into a hissing puddle on the blacktop. Five cents
a “pop” the huge sweating man behind the counter liked to say, cheeks
shaking at the pun. But it was no joke as I leaned into the counter, waiting
for him to count them up—I always knew I’d need to get my hands a little
dirty to get what I wanted. And what did I care if a schoolmate cruising
past in the plush velvet of his father’s Continental pointed and laughed
at my garbage bags and dirty jeans, my t-shirt stained with grease and
filth? Two hundred cans. Ten bucks. Just enough for a movie ticket and
popcorn. Sometimes I still long for it—the simple return, when the deep
dive of a theater on a sweaty summer afternoon and my head, swimming
in the cool dark, seemed all the compensation I could ever need, and all
I could afford.
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"…my parents hopes were almost gone as they thought I had been born
with a dislike to work & a view to have my liberty & remain idle but the
fact was I felt timid & fearful of undertaking the first trial in everything
they woud not urge me to anything against my will so I livd on at home
taking work as it fell I went weeding wheat in the spring with old women
listening to their songs & stories which shortened the day in summer I
joined the haymakers in the meadow or helpd upon the stacks…"
The Autobiography 1793 - 1824 - John Clare

FEATURED POET

Ben Nardolilli
OPPORTUNITIES
In the shade, is there a hand grenade
or something like it?
No one wants to sit under the tree
and enjoy the blockade of sun
under the foliage’s discount umbrella
On the train, an open seat,
Bright orange and better yet,
No butts or thighs spreading next to it,
I can sit, rest, and read,
Is there some spill I’m not seeing?
Sun sets and it’s free time,
I roll out from the office and roam
The streets looking to dance,
Every floor is empty, I know the songs,
Damn it, what’s the trap this time?
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6/14/2016
Staying up late at night,
Some might say it’s the heat, I think
It’s the lack of a blueprint
Of what to do
When the morning comes
And we deal with humidity plus sunlight
We don’t have a plan yet
To deal with what happened earlier,
What went down
Over the boredom and alcohol,
We don’t even have
A name to label what so far is a mistake
We switch from relationship mode
To a debate
Over my job, the stagflation
Of my working days,
She hints strongly at quitting,
Not us, but me leaving them tomorrow
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CON USURA
Let’s take out a loan together,
Let’s owe something as one
A man in a office will call us,
A woman in a padded suit will visit,
Everyone will make their inquiries.
We could take the money
And put it under the bed,
Tell he officers we’re keeping it safe
As a pet, a project, a hobby we share.
The ledgers will hold our names
Through today and tomorrow,
Interest only dying if it’s paid,
But knowing our fortunes
This debt will outlast us forever.
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LOYAL WARDENS
Faithful knob and wonderful door,
I should never have left you behind,
Certainly not shut, not locked,
I should never have thought of you as a prison.
Where was there ever a chance to escape?
Those arms were a broad shackle,
Better that I remained here,
My fingers finding cold bronze instead.
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FIGURE FROM SEDONA
Come on figure, give me your dark
granite eyes in full or outline,
if you are a figurine, still fine with me,
come on for the stare down,
you are no mirror and I feel better
knowing you will never reflect back
on me or judge me for my worth.
My little empty-headed idol,
I have been looking for a fetish
like you to set up as my totem:
a sharp head made of heavy stone,
with all details carved and hacked away.
Now nothing but eye sockets remain,
and they reveal the full primal fear
of unfathomable depths
that everyone in this tribe still possesses.
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THE LUNAR BELLE
Have you figured out a way to live, friend?
I noticed what you posted on Facebook
And how often, so many successes,
At least according to the statuses
And the pictures you lay underneath
I can only pin my hopes for you on a theory
Based on what you display to everyone,
The link, the byline, the study,
All of it honoring you and carrying
Your name into search engine immortality
I have none of that, I publish by accident
Through the generosity of small-press pity,
You are quoted, you are displayed,
Other websites reveal a you
Which others want to be, I know that I do.
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PRESERVED IN FRAGMENTS
In your bed we make a myth of whatever
is at hand on the sill and tables, when we kiss
we join together two of Plato’s Caves
into a duplex where the light and shadows
are both extinguished and we embrace the real
Going further we rapture through a series
of small deaths and resurrections,
minute floods that last for forty minutes
or more and the creation myths of sky
and earth we interrupt time and time again
After libations, we imagine the whole world
looking up at us and yet unable to see
past the Olympus of our high-rise window frame,
yet through it we can spy the city
glittering like the pillars of creation
In the morning, you remain aloft beneath
the sheets and I descend into the underworld,
unable to sing or pluck a lyre to soothe
the Mount Rushmore of despairing, tired faces
sitting in rows under the passing lights
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At best I am a demigod when I ride
the express like a sparking chariot down
Manhattan and along the earth’s lid, at worst,
I mill about with a multitude on station
platforms, the best we can be, merely players
Against a desk, pinned by fears of starvation
and rent, I seethe and soothe myself
with thoughts of being a repressed superhero,
capable of leaping over any line break, but
befuddled by the kryptonite of dastardly capital
The night brings a chance to be reborn,
I rise up from the ashes and crumbs
of the keyboard and fly through your window,
a phoenix seeking his Astarte, protected
by the halo of latex, love, and allusions to Ilium

First published in Call Me [Brackets] Journal Issue 1: Call Me [Hero]
callmebrackets.net

Ben Nardolilli currently lives in New York City.
His work has appeared in Perigee Magazine, Red Fez, Danse Macabre,
The 22 Magazine, Quail Bell Magazine, Elimae, fwriction, Inwood
Indiana, Pear Noir, The Minetta Review, and Yes Poetry amongst others.
He blogs at mirrorsponge.blogspot.com and is looking to publish a
novel.
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The fields now claim them, where a motley crew
Of old and young their daily tasks pursue.
The reapers leave their rest before the sun,
And gleaners follow in the toils begun
To pick the litter’d ear the reaper leaves,
And glean in open fields among the sheaves.
The Shepherds Calendar - John Clare - 1826

FURTHER POEMS

Steve Lambert
HONEST JOHN
Composed with lines pilfered from Clare
The evening’s shadows creep in like leisure
and put my mind at ease with things
that creep, or that seem to, John, Honest John.
After a life of hard work and dying children,
I wonder, did the wind mutter at you?
Did distant fires blaze? Did nightjars jar the night
free of nightmares. Did skylarks dart like bats?
Did you walk through the autumnal grassy bent,
past jack o’ lantern Northborough, through the night,
along some span of bank on the River Nene
you called your trickling sanity, towards the long
and lingering sleep we weary travelers crave.
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Gareth Culshaw
A CUP OF TEA
I hear his shoes on the tarmac
a wooden leg thud. His head
horse hung, hair swept of youth
he feeds me his summer smile.
We sit listening to the kettle boil.
My tongue asks a question
and he wakes from standby.
Our syllables break the air
a wood with Lumberjacks
cutting up our summer.
And our words rest into
who
we are, grow a wood
we leave behind.
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Stephen Kerr
HIDDEN TREASURE
The bags under my eyes
Are packed for a journey
I've already taken.
They appear still to shine
But the artist has played
With a watery hue.
Grey spots the horizon
Far across wintry downs
Of changing scenery.
My old thoughts hibernate
In the forgotten caves
Off their well-trodden path.
There are versions of me
Waiting for me inside
Highwaymen to fortune.
I stand and deliver
Give up my hidden hoard
Handover coins of fate.
I wonder if this trove
Stored safely in their lair
Will ever shine again?
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Chris Emery
HOW SMALL WE WERE
How small we were in the cheap afternoon
where all the pennies were old: the bad tennis,
each lemon weekend with its clip earrings,
raw hands, green kisses, food wet with decay.
Where the great friends cheered from a dance hall
each bruised sun, vinegar sea, lidless moon.
Regal adventures worn above the rats
as the rats chased their hurrying evening.
We knew each closing church was a cake tin,
filling with our chintzy marriage payload.
Us like newsprint found beneath the carpet
that holds our silly decades column neat.
We hold on, we keep holding on, while rain
tanks the precinct, while the long roads run out.
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Camilla Reeve
AS IF THE SEASON’S MAGIC FLOWED…
through my cold fingers
and I strode the starry night,
empowered to make things right,
reshape the present, craft the future,
I would still say no—
no to interfering,
to any reckless effort to control
the slow, soft falling-down of dusk
after a rain-drenched day,
or trying to prevent
grey cobwebs veiling
once-gold gardens, leaching away
sun-given warmth, ousted
by the advance of autumn,
no to halting
all the rhythms
of a summer’s passing. You ask me why?
Because the naturalness of life
inspires devotion in me.
I will it to be so,
not otherwise,
to go and then have gone,
season giving way to season,
as planet, time and chance, not I,
may throw the dice.
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Steve Lambert
HAMILTONESQUE
“Did I truly think that poetry, if perfect,
could bring back the dead?”
--Ian Hamilton
And who would you bring back?
And could you preselect the living?
Save someone from a death to come?
My dad comes to mind: my only
profound adult death to date.
My daughter for immortality.
The dead are not-so-secret
gods, if they want to be.
If that’s a thing.
But who would you bring back?
Only one. How do you choose
without contributing to life’s
ultimate, blazing indifference?
And who could write
a perfect poem, anyway?
Life’s not fair. But death is—
is the only thing that is.
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The fields are all alive with sultry noise
Of labour’s sounds, and insects’ busy joys.
The reapers o’er their glittering sickles stoop,
Startling full oft the partridge coveys up;
- John Clare
The Shepherd's Calendar
1826

FEATURES

Marion Goldstein
A HOLY MOMENT
After three decades of serving draught beer and hot dogs in Brooklyn, Nathan closed his doors to make way for a ladies dress shop. He was
giving away bar stools, brass foot rails, ceiling fans, beer steins, and the
tiger oak tables clustered in the back room where he had served corned
beef on rye, with a glass of draught, for seventy-five cents.
This was before the era of e Bay and garage sales when squeezing a
monetary value out of objects no longer needed became a cog in the
wheel of the economy. One Saturday morning my father awakened me
and asked if I would like to help him salvage a table from Nathan’s back
room. Nathan had saved the biggest table for him and all we had to do
was take it apart and cart it the six city blocks to home. My father had
his tool box with him, outfitted with an assortment of screw drivers and
lug wrenches that would accommodate just about any size nut and bolt.
I held the flashlight for him in the darkened back room. My father
lay on his back in the sawdust that covered the floor as he loosened the
hardware holding the table together. He unscrewed the top from its
thick round pedestal with its four carved feet, each with a steel glider
embedded in it. These he left till later. The top was sticky from years of
Rheingold spilling its froth over the rim of glasses and from the sweaty
hands of neighborhood patrons quenching their thirst on summer
nights. Chewing gum hung like boils to the underside of the oak. Someone sketched a stem and petals onto each of the three ink-blots staining the wood surface of the table, disguising them as a bouquet of blue
daisies. There was a crooked heart carved into the three inch wide apron
and inside the heart four fragile initials. Hundreds of black rings from
sweating pilsner glass stained the wood and cigarette burns pocked the
surface with scars. Each half of the table-top was a solid plank of tiger
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oak about four feet by five feet wide and there were thick wooden sliders
under the planks that opened to accommodate two large leaves extending the table by another two feet.
We carted it piece by piece through the early morning streets of
Brooklyn, the twelve year old girl and her father. We paused occasionally to reposition our slipping fingers or to share the story of our bounty
with a neighbor, before finally lugging the last piece through the cellar
door and into the workroom.
Each night after dinner my father disappeared into the basement to
work on the table. Sometimes I helped. First he stripped the varnish
with application after application of Red Devil paint remover. I watched
it bubble up like slit in a pond after rain. The layers of varnish and misuse turned into a thick pasty liquid that we peeled off with our scrapers
until as if from behind a gauze curtain, the intricate grain of the golden
oak revealed itself. We sanded it by hand. First with sandpaper number
nine, the roughest paper needed to remove the deepest scars and finally
with sandpaper number one for a delicate finish. The air was thick with
dust that made its way up the stairs and passed through small cracks
around the door and into my mother’s kitchen. She protested. Still we
kept on sanding, oblivious to the dust that was in retrospect risky business.
“Always sand with the grain, never against,” he said. “Be patient,”
he urged as he rubbed his hand over the gleaming surface. We were
midwives ministering to the holy moment when the grain in the wood
floated to the surface as if from under water. “Just look at that,” he said as
he admired our work. “Who would believe that something so beautiful
was hidden under all the goop.”
And so we worked side by side under the naked bulb hanging from
the basement socket. While the metal hardware soaked in Red Devil, we
bathed the newly sanded wood with turpentine, applied varnish, waited
twenty-four hours for it to dry and then buffed it with the finest steel
wool. “Be patient,” he counseled as my twelve years old self showed a
desire to skip a few steps.
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Finally it was finished. Reassembled.
Now it has a place in my office, an office where others trust me with
their stories. I listen as layers of hurt and shame and anger and regret
and sorrow are unloosened, then bubble to the surface. Together, my client and I scrape away the toxic brew. And this is when I hear the echo
of my father, “Could you believe something so beautiful is hidden under
all that goop.” He calls me to witness those holy moments, that never
fail to emerge, when the solid beauty at the core of every persons story is
revealed, and both speaker and listener are transformed.
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Poetry Review
Guest reviewer Robyn Whitlaw reviews THE SUICIDE by Amy Tollyfield
As its title may suggest, Ms
Tollyfield’s anthology, The
Suicide, is an uncompromising
collection of personal odes. The
back cover offers a tour ‘from
melancholy to despair’, and,
true enough, this collection is a
pell-mell of turbulent emotion.
Throughout, the writing is bare
and direct with little held back.
In her seminal poem The Black
Art, the late Anne Sexton wryly
suggests that 'a woman who
writes feels too much' and on
occasion, within The Suicide,
feeling can seem to get ahead of
the poetry.
There are interesting diversions
along the way however: One Day
presents a whimsical reverie, in
the spirit Eileen Myles, where we learn of the poet’s dream to begin a new
life in New York, where, ‘No one will know where I have gone, because I
won’t have told them.’ A type of anti-confessional confessional poem.
Pentecost contains some flashes of poignancy alluding to a clearly
disfunctional, potentially abusive relationship with its all too common
complexities of love/hate co-dependancy: ‘Let your monster run free with
all its ugly exposure/ I'll still be your family...’
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The Suicide’s poetry is most successful is when it is offering the hope
of a way forward. In Innermost, we learn: ‘I am a dog in the innermost
shadow/ And I long for you to have a new start’ in a voice that is wounded
yet only full of goodwill towards the heartbreaker in question.
Ultimately, Ms Tollyfield displays an admirable commitment to speaking
her own truth. Indeed, there’s an expressive self-agency at work with a
vivid compulsion to bring her vision to life.
The Suicide by Amy Tollyfield is published by Olympia Publishers and available via
olympiapublishers.com/books/the-suicide
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THE WORKING POET SERIES #2
Welcome to the second in our series examining the day jobs of working
poets...

“You know what work is—if you’re
old enough to read this you know
what work is”
Philip Levine
The poetry of Philip Levine is so
entwined with the world of work that
the two become inseparable in the
consciousness of the reader.
Born and raised in the industrial
heartland of Detroit, USA, Levine
began working in its auto factories
at the age of 14. Working night shifts
at both Chevrolet and Axle, Levine
gained first hand insight to life on the
assembly line. The resultant poems were visceral insights to blue collar existence
and held little romantic notion of the American working life. They appear
now as elegiac snapshots to a time before the dissipation of Detroit’s industrial
landscape.
As bleak as they might be, the poems were often balanced with a sense of
eternalness and joy; vivid impressions that sweated with real life and the
unspectacular charms of existence.
Levine would leave manual work behind to teach literature and creative writing
at California State University however the impact of his early years never left
him. His last poetry collection was entitled the Last Shift with poems that kept
true to his lifelong felt responsibility of providing a ‘voice for the voiceless’.
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Working Man's Blues
Our musical editor Sun Pie runs you through some of his favourite Working
Man’s Blues.. Find the playlist via our twitter feed @NPoetryReview

Working Man’s Blues - Merle Haggard

Blue collar white blues. Personal liberty and freedom told straight down the line.

Big Boss Man - Jimmy Reed

An excavation of man's inhumanity to man. Defiant incendiary blues.

Take This Job & Shove It - Johnny Paycheck

A song that produced a genre. There were a million others but this was the first.
There’s much more here than pantomime.

A Hard Day’s Night - Ramsey Lewis Trio

Late in the evening music, takes what what we're already know, puts it in
monochrome and turns up the contrast.

I Need A Dollar - Aloe Blacc

This song displays faith in real life. It's cold and clear sighted depiction of a world
falling down and another on the rise.

Get A Job - The Silhouettes

A song that travels from the foolishly absurd to the dangerously sincere. The
song of a man pursued by a Greek Chorus only he can hear.

Factory - Bruce Springsteen

A song that peels away the veneer of romanticism from the working life.
Melodically it goes beneath the overalls then under the skin.

Deportees (Plane Wreck at Los Gatos) - Cisco Houston

Cisco’s version of Woody’s song. A retelling of the 1948 plane crash involving
immigrant farm workers being deported from California to Mexico. As visceral
today as it ever was.
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Pay Gap - Margo Price

A depiction of how the other half live. This is a survivor's tale told with a smile
on its face.

I Can’t Wait To Get Off Work - Tom Waits
The last song on the jukebox, late shift blues.

Workingman’s Blues #2 - Bob Dylan

Bob’s response to Okie from Muskogee. Stolen couplets, guilty souls, a depiction
of heroic catastrophe and men doomed to repeat their past.
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The sultry day it wears away,
And o’er the distant leas
The mist again, in purple stain
Falls moist on flower and trees:
His home to find, the weary hind
Glad leaves his carts and ploughs;
While maidens fair, with bosoms bare,
Go coolly to their cows
- John Clare
The Village Minstrel & Other Poems
1821

